	
  

ArrayExpress and Atlas practical: querying and exporting gene
expression data at the EBI
Gabriella Rustici – gabry@ebi.ac.uk
This practical will introduce you to the data content and query functionality of
ArrayExpress Archive and Atlas. We suggest using Firefox for this tutorial.
Additional information on these two resources including dedicated courses and
more exercises can be found on the EBI eLearning portal, Train Online:
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/:
•

For the Archive see:
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/arrayexpress-exploringfunctional-genomics-data-ar

•

For the Atlas see:
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/arrayexpress-investigatinggene-expression-pattern-0

Please consider that the results you will obtain while doing the exercises might
differ from what illustrated here due to a recent database update.

Exercise1
ArrayExpress Archive - High-throughput sequencing example
Scenario
High-throughput sequencing (HTS) is becoming a popular tool in cancer research to
decipher the genetic make-up of a tumor. Mutations, epigenetic mis-regulation and
genomic reorganisation are just some of the things that can be studied using this
technology. The results obtained from these experiments will provide a new
dimension in the study of cancer biology.
Imagine that you have just started a project working on human “prostate
adenocarcinoma” and you want to find out all the experiments in the ArrayExpress
Archive that use RNA sequencing assays to study this cancer.
Task
Use the ArrayExpress Archive (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/) to find relevant
experiments.
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Exercise 2
Expression Atlas - Regulation of transcription
Scenario
Carcinoma of the prostate is the most frequently diagnosed neoplasm in men in
industrialized countries. The androgen receptor (AR), a transcription factor that
mediates the action of androgens in target tissues, is expressed in nearly all
prostate cancers. During prostatic carcinogenesis, major changes in the androgen
receptor pathways occur. Androgen receptor signaling in the nuclei of malignant
cells directly stimulates growth of tumor cells.
Imagine that you have a mouse model for human prostate carcinoma, trying to
elucidate the role of androgen receptor dependent transcription. You want to find
out which mouse genes, annotated as members of the “androgen receptor
signaling pathway”, are differentially expressed in prostate carcinoma and which
of these are also transcription factors themselves, i.e. involved in regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter.
Task
Use the Expression Atlas database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/) to search for such
genes
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Exercise 3
Expression Atlas - DiGeorge Syndrome
Scenario
Imagine you are a scientist working on DiGeorge syndrome, a genetic disease
caused by the loss of a portion of chromosome 22 in humans. You have recently
discovered that Tbx1, the major gene in the disease, is expressed in mouse brain
and so you want to gain information on the expression of TBX1 in the human
brain.
Task
Use the Expression Atlas database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/) to find information
on TBX1 expression in the human brain.
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Need some help?
Exercise1
1. Open the Archive homepage, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/.
2. Click on the 'Browse experiments' link to load the more elaborate search bar.
3. In the new page, start typing ‘prostate adenocarcinoma’ in the experiment
search box [A] and select the matching term from the drop down menu.

4. Restrict your search to the organism ‘Homo sapiens’ [B].
5. Restrict your search to 'RNA assay' [C] and 'sequencing assay' [D]. You do
not need to worry about the “All arrays” option as it is only used when you
want to filter for experiments done on a specific microarray platform (e.g.
Affymetrix mouse 3’ IVT array).
6. Click ‘Query’. The results now show only prostate adenocarcinoma
experiments in human, obtained from HTS- based experiments.

7. You can now look more carefully at individual experiments to identify the one
that might be more relevant for your research. Let’s explore E-GEOD-24284.
8. Click on the '+' sign for experiment E-GEOD-24284 and explore the information
available for this experiment.
This is an interesting experiment because the investigator performed both microarray
and sequencing analyses on the samples. In particular, take a look at the ‘Samples
(20)’ section. Click on the ‘Click for detailed sample information and links to data’
link (circled in red in the screenshot below) to find out more information about the
samples analyzed in this experiment and how they relate to the data files.
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In the new page that opens up, microarray samples are shown on the top panel and
sequencing ones are in the bottom panel (not showing in the panel below). The most
interesting columns from the SDRF are shown:

The SDRF file is fundamental to interpreting the data associated with the experiment.
You can also view the full SDRF files for the experiment E-GEOD-24284 by clicking
at the E GEOD 24284.hyb.sdrf.txt, E GEOD 24284.seq.sdrf.txt links towards the
bottom of the experiment’s page (indicated by red arrow on the previous screenshot).
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Exercise 2
1. Open the Atlas homepage, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/.

2. Start typing ‘androgen’ in the ‘Genes’ search box [A] and select the
suggestion 'androgen receptor signaling pathway’ from the drop down menu.
3. Restrict your search to the organism ‘Mus musculus’ [B].
4. Type ‘prostate’ in the condition search box [C]. You will see a list of
suggested terms in a drop-down list. Hover your mouse cursor over the
suggested terms to reveal their EFO IDs. The term you need is ‘prostate
carcinoma’, [EFO_0001663].
5. Click ‘Search Atlas’ [D]. You will get results which look like this:

6. The result of your search are presented as a heatmap view [E] that shows
genes belonging to the 'androgen receptor signaling pathway, which were
identified as differentially expressed in the condition 'prostate carcinoma' in
mouse. The EFO ‘tree’ has been expanded so you can see child term too,
‘prostate intraepithelial neoplasia’.
7. You can now add additional search criteria to your search and search only for
the genes involved in regulation of transcription from RNA PolII promoter.
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8. Click on the 'Advanced search' link [F]. You will be presented with a more
elaborate search box:

9. From the 'Gene property' menu [H] select Gene Ontology term. By doing this,
you will add an additional search box [G].
10. In the new search box type 'Regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase
II promoter' and select the suggestion for the matching term.
11. Click on 'Search Atlas' to refresh your results. The results now show only genes
differentially expressed in mouse prostate carcinoma, annotated as members of the
androgen signaling pathway and which are involved in the regulation of
transcription. They should represent an interesting set of genes for your project.
12. Click at the heatmap cells to explore the studies which identified the genes as
differentially expressed under your queried conditions. You can also click at
individual gene to explore its wider expression pattern (e.g. in different cell types,
tissues).
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Exercise 3
1. Open the Atlas homepage, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/.
2. Since you are interested in TBX1 expression, you could type in the 'Genes
search box' 'TBX1' and select, from the suggestions, the matching term for the
human gene, ENSG00000184058. Please ignore the suggestion for TBX1
(LRG_226).

3. Click on 'Search Atlas'.
4. Now you have the gene view page for TBX1. Click on the heatmap cell
corresponding to 'brain' in the human anatomogram.

5. Click on the 'expression profile' graph for the experiment E-AFMX-6.
6. Now you can explore the experiment to find information on the differential
expression of TBX1in the human brain.
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The experiment view page allows you to visualize the changes in gene expression
within a specific experiment.
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